路面下空洞探査におけるAI活用事例
1. Societal Problems Caused by Cavities under Roads

3. Background and Circumstances of AI Use

In recent years, sinkholes under roads have become a major societal issue in Japan
(Picture 1). There have been cases where vehicles or pedestrians fell victim to
sinkholes, and this problem is becoming more severe.

Figure 2 shows the radar waveform results obtained by Kawasaki Geological’s subsurface
cavity detection vehicle. The determination of whether there are cavities using the waveform
results was previously conducted visually by technicians (picture 3). The company is
investigating the future possibility of locating cavities based on the huge volumes of data

The cause of sinkholes is cavities occurring underground. Cavities can occur due to
factors including damage to aging infrastructure buried underground (which occurred
in 3,300 locations in 2015), and because these cavities exist invisibly underground,
they are extremely difficult to detect.

generated by joining together multiple measurements from smaller, lighter radar systems. With
an eye toward this shift to big data, the company, in collaboration with Fujitsu, has developed AI
to identify cavities beneath a road surface. This technique is expected to shorten the time
required for the analysis of huge volumes of data while also preventing overlooked cavities and

ensuring a certain level of analytical accuracy, compared with the varying levels of accuracy that
result when relying on individual expert technicians.

Picture 1 Instance of sinkhole

2. The Efforts of Kawasaki Geological Engineering
Kawasaki Geological Engineering is a company that has been conducting geological surveys for over 75 years.
Our technologies include ground-penetrating radar probes. This is a technology that provides visibility
underground using electromagnetic waves, similar to an X-ray machine (figure 1, picture 2). By driving over a
road with a vehicle that can detect cavities below the road’s surface, equipped with this technology, the company
can detect cavities that pose a danger of collapsing. Because this technology can be driven at 50-60 kph, it is
capable of extremely efficient cavity detection, and can preemptively detect many sinkholes.

Figure 2) Subsurface cavity survey data
Data from three channels (#1-#3) collected at the same time.
The locations recording parabolic lines, visible in the figure, are responses to abnormalities, which include cavities.
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Picture 3 Data analysis by several technicians
Multiple technicians are identifying cavities in order to reduce overlooked cavities or uneven identification.
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5. Deployment Results

4. Benefits and Difficulties in Deploying AI
The ultimate goal of a subsurface cavity identification AI is to never overlook a cavity, but 100% accuracy

Table 1 shows the results identified by technicians from about 10 km of subsurface cavity

is quite difficult in theory. On top of that, the questions of how much accuracy can be improved and how

surveys, compared with the AI’s accuracy rate and the number of cavities identified. The

far the false positive rate can be lowered are key questions in the deployment of AI, but ensuring the

accuracy rate is not yet 100%, but it has achieved a high accuracy rate of over 80%

quality of training data and the overall lack of training data have been issues in the development process.
The newly-developed AI was built using a machine learning model based on deep learning. Machine
learning models require large volumes of training data, but images of cavities under the surfaces of roads
are harder to find in large quantities than pictures of cats or dogs. For this reason, the AI was trained on
all data that had been collected. Images of cavities, however, come in a variety of forms, so the training
data also included low quality images. As such, the AI detected a variety of underground targets, and the
false positive rate was too high for practical use. When only good quality images were selected as
training data and the AI was trained again, the false positive rate fell significantly and accuracy also

Table 1

Results of AI Road Scanning

Length of road scanned for cavities

About 10km

No. Abnormal Results Detected
（Technicians）

About 50 places

AI Accuracy Rate

82%

improved.
There are abnormal images of things underground that even human technicians will mistake for cavities.
This includes things like underground stones or chunks of concrete, for example. As a result, KGE
concluded that abnormal locations that are not cavities, but that even technicians mistake for cavities,
ought to be treated as valuable training data. This way, the company was able to secure more than
double the original amount of training data, further reducing the false positive rate and improving accuracy.

6. New Challenges Going Forward
With this newly-developed AI, it has become possible to quickly analyze big data, which was
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difficult to do with humans, making data analysis easier. Continued, repeated additional training
is necessary, however. On top of this, by reducing the size of the subsurface cavity survey

vehicles, the company hopes to develop easy-to-handle cavity survey equipment, such that even
“Cavity”

local government employees can use it, rather than specialist surveyors.
By combining the two developments above, using AI to analyze the results of surveys conducted
on day-to-day road patrols, the company hopes to not only deliver unprecedented cavity
detection, but also take on the challenge of creating a business that contributes to ensuring safer,
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smoother road transportation by significantly reducing the risk of road sinkholes.
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Abnormality detection by AI in road cavity detection
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Mock-up of proposed technology
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